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Abstract. Botnets diversity and dynamism challenge detection and classification algorithms, which depend heavily on botnets protocol and can quickly become avoidable. A more general detection method, then, was needed. We propose an analysis of their most inherent characteristics, like synchronism and
network load combined with a detailed analysis of error rates. Not relying in
any specific botnet technology or protocol, our classification approach sought
to detect synchronic behavioral patterns in network traffic flows and clustered
them based on botnets characteristics. Different botnet and normal captures
were taken and a time slice approach was used to successfully separate them.
Results show that botnets and normal computers traffic can be accurately detected by our approach and thus enhance detection effectiveness.
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1 Introduction
In the last decade botnets have evolved from being used as a personal activity platform to become a financially aimed structure controlled by malicious groups [1]. A
botnet is a network of remotely controlled, compromised computers, used for malicious purposes. Every infected host in a botnet is called ‘Bot’ and the owner is called
‘Botmaster’. From small DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service attacks) to world wide
spam campaigns, botnets have become the technological backbone of a growing
community of malicious activities. Technology to control malicious programs remotely first surfaced in late 1999 and since then their primary goal has been financial gain.
Botnets resisted besiege security measures resting on their home based client attacks,
circumventing security methods [2], encryption and anti-reverse engineering techniques. P2P [3] and Fast-flux [4] networks have also made botnets behavior analysis a
challenging task.
Infected computers are believed to have a unique network behavior, but they also
have a normal behavior at the same time. Being cleaned up and infected again later
with a different type of malware makes the detection and isolation process very hard
to accomplish in real environments. False positives are still the hardest problem. Botnet network behavior analysis has been proposed [6] as a probabilistic solution.
We aim at detecting botnet synchronization within different stages of their life cycle.
Botnet phases such as scanning for new victims, connecting to the Command & Control server (from now on C&C), receiving orders, attacking with DDoS, sending
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spam, updating, etc. have distinguishable and different synchronization patterns. C&C
servers are the weakest link in botnets life cycle, as preventing bots from being controlled, negates Botmasters their utility. We propose a novel unsupervised anomaly
detection approach, based on network behavioral synchronization patterns to detect
botnets despite of their connection protocols.
To detect every type of botnet, we believed it is necessary to detect their most inherent characteristics. As analyzing connections within a time frame has been successfully proposed as a method to detect synchronism [7], we extended this idea of time
frames to detect other types of synchronization as well. Synchronization patterns are
the main tool to detect botnets in our work.
First we separated traffic flows into time slices of one second. Then, the amount of
unique source IP addresses, destination IP addresses and destination ports in each
slice were computed. Analyzing botnet synchronization from this point of view allowed us to detect relationships between time intervals and botnet activity. We proposed clustering algorithms [8] to group botnet time slices together.
This paper introduces a new botnet characteristic, the time slices separation of network flows with conglomeration of source IP address, destination IP address and destination ports.
Some advantages of this method include detection independent of encrypted flows or
botnet protocol details, detection of both bandwidth intensive and stealthy botnets and
detection within the first stages of infection. The preliminary experimental results reported, suggest that this detection can be accomplished successfully under certain
conditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes previous work in the
area; Section 3 shows details about the solution implemented; Section 4 explains corroboration procedures; Subsection 4.1 shows how network data has been obtained; in
subsection 4.2 the data prepare steps are explained; Section 5 discusses experiments
outcomes; Section 6 refers to future work we are planning and finally Conclusions are
presented in Section 7.

2 Background
Several approaches have been proposed in recent years to detect botnets. Study of
anomalous DNS usage [9], IRC protocol analysis [10] and P2P network features [5]
among others [11] [12], but the variability of botnets and their rapid mutation have
made researchers from different security domains consider the analysis of botnet behavior as a solid foundation for detection.
Particularly, network behavior detection has been studied from different perspectives:
classifying traffic based on flow characteristics [13], temporal-frequent protocol analysis [14] and spatial-temporal correlation [6].
Behavior analysis based on protocol dependent features has proved to be successful
only under certain conditions. There are three significant problems with this approach.
First, most botnets cannot be detected by analyzing protocol dependent characteristics. Secondly, new unseen botnets are unlikely to be detected if a new protocol is
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used. Finally, Botmasters can change their current malware code based on the protocol characteristics used to detect their botnet [15].
Botnet correlation was proposed [16] among other techniques [17], as all bots in a
botnet normally act at the same moment. However, synchronization has not been
deeply studied, and temporal correlation approaches were found to be evadable [18]
under certain circumstances.
Our approach to temporal synchronization differentiates each stage of a botnet life
cycle, determining where, when and how correlations are significant.

3 Proposed technique
The first step of our methodology consists in capturing network data from infected
computers. This could be done properly using the tcpdump tool in any machine in the
wired network. The second step includes information extraction from captures and
flow separation. Tcptrace [19] tool was used to find out every TCP flow including its
start time and network characteristics.
As we are seeking to detect synchronization, in the third step of our approach flows
are divided in time slices. Each time slice contains information about every flow within a time interval. We compute then for every time slice, the amount of unique source
IP addresses, unique destination IP addresses and unique destination ports. A time
slice can then be represented by a four position array containing the slice Id, amount
of unique source IP addresses seen in that time slice, amount of unique destination
addresses seen and amount of unique destination ports seen. An example should look
like this: {23, 1, 10, 1}.
A unique bot computer is expected to have very high flows rates within very short
time periods during several of botnet phases [6]. Working with a one second time
slice allows us to correctly monitor and identify bot behavior. The fourth step is the
clustering of these slices using the EM algorithm [20]. Expectation-maximization is a
method for finding maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in statistical models,
and has been used successfully before in traffic flow analysis for characterizing communication connectivity patterns [21]. Wekas [22] implementation of this algorithm
was used because of the independence assumption of the attributes in the model, making it suitable for our purposes.
Grouping network flows with EM enables us to assign each slice to a cluster with a
certain probability because no amount of training data is sufficient to make a complete firm decision about cluster memberships.

4 Validation
Validation procedures included ensuring a clean experimental setting. Every computer was freshly installed, scanned with antivirus products and its traffic analyzed both
with Snort NIDS and by hand. From this clean configuration, Virtual Machines were
created to deal with normal computers in the experiments. Normal computers packet
verification assured no scanning activities were conducted during the experiments.
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This clean configuration was also used to create Virtual Machines for computers that
were later infected. Confirmation of malware binaries using VirusTotal [23] and the
EUREKA! automated Malware Binary Analysis Service [24] was conducted in conjunction with packet manual verification. The second verification step ensured that no
flow was lost in the process by counting them within every result.
Validation in the third step was conducted through slice counting. For example, in a
one hour capture, almost 3600 one second slices must be created.
The clustering step was verified by labeling data. Trustworthy botnet and normal experiments were performed, building an accurate cluster compare base. Once available,
this information allowed interpretation of the resulting clusters and experiments improvement. Table 2 shows an example of this validation. Finally, an experimental validation was conducted over the assumptions about the proposed botnet behavior detection methodology. One of the main theoretical assumptions was that through the
analysis of three parameters, detection of botnets and bots was possible. These three
parameters are the amount of unique source IP addresses within a time slice (from
now on sips), the amount of unique destination IP addresses within a time slice (from
now on dips) and the amount of unique destination ports within a time slice (from
now on dports). For example, founding 1 sips, 20 dips and 1 dips within a one second
time frame could mean we have detected a port scanning activity, possibly looking for
a vulnerability.
In the following subsections details about how data was accurately captured and
processed are described.
4.1 Data Capture
The proposed algorithm was verified against a suite of labeled data flows. We considered a unique data flow as the group of packets exchanged between two hosts and
two ports in a single connection. Raw pcap data of both normal network activity and
botnet activity was captured. Normal traffic from University campus computers and
DSL home connections included Web Browsing, Mail sending, Web sites with Ajax
updates, edonkey like protocols, torrent protocols, operating system updates, and
normal Web work using several Google tools. Almost 5037 unique normal network
flows were collected. A total of 315.672 unique botnet flows were collected. A port
scanning capture with 73830 flows was also achieved in order to analyze security
tools behavior. Table 1 shows details about captures.
Table 1. Labeled network data captures details.
Name
Botnet1
Botnet2
Botnet3
Botnet4
Botnet5
Botnet6
Botnet7
Botnet8

Duration
11h:12m:29s
00h:30m:30s
10h:11m:33s
00h:01m:31s
01h:00m:30s
00h:46m:45s
00h:18m:15s
00h:20m:36s

Unique Flows
37389
5806
34117
23166
89792
58013
46212
21177
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Normal1
Normal2
Normal3
Normal4
Scanner1

00h:42m:20s
03h:28m:14s
04h:19m:36s
23hs:37m:21s
00hs:05m:27s

1416
1517
976
1128
73830

Note: The Botnet1 capture corresponds to the ‘Virut’ malware in a single laboratory
host, the Botnet2 capture corresponds to the ‘Neeris’ malware in a single laboratory
host, the Botnet3 capture corresponds to ‘eldorado’ malware in a single laboratory
host, captures Botnet4 to Botnet7 corresponds to a novel webbotnet infecting 10 hosts
on a laboratory LAN. Botnet8 capture corresponds to a real LAN with four hosts infected. The Normal1 capture corresponds to several computers inside a University
campus network, the Normal2 capture is a single computer inside a University campus network, the Normal3 capture is another single computer inside a University
campus network and the Normal4 capture corresponds to an amule session in a home
DSL computer. Finally Scanner1 capture corresponds to a complete nmap scanning of
a LAN.
4.2 Data processing
Data processing was a fundamental part of the analysis as it determined which characteristics of data were taken into account. Processing steps include data verification,
data labeling, data preprocessing and feature extraction among others.
From pcap captured data, the first phase of data processing consisted in flow extraction using the tcptrace tool.
The second phase was performed with a specially developed tool, called tcptracereader.py to process the tcptrace output file. As a result of this phase, a Weka compliant Arff (Attribute-Relation File Format) file was generated with proper information for every flow.
Phase three performed slice aggregation in a new Arff file using the tcptracereader.py tool for Weka processing. The fourth phase consisted of data labeling as we
already addressed in Section 4. After clustering was done and slices were grouped together, a third Arff file was saved from Weka with clusters assignments.
Fifth phase used another specially developed tool called analisis.sh to analyze cluster
assignments. This tool allowed us to validate clusters using slices labels.

5 Results and error analysis
Several experiments were conducted to analyze algorithm performance. Every experiment includes one botnet capture and one normal capture combined. This combination was done at tcptrace file level, concatenating both text files and modifying flows
start times of one capture.
Error rate analysis was separated in two points of view. From the first, classical point
of view, real positives were considered when bots flows were classified as botnet.
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Following this reasoning, false positives were considered each time a normal computer flow was detected as botnet. This is the most simple and accepted point of view.
In the second, more practical, point of view, error rate analysis was done taking into
account the problems domain and scope. A real positive was considered now when a
bot know IP address was classified as botnet at least once within a time frame. Following this reasoning, false positives were triggered only when a normal IP address
was considered botnet at least once. This is sufficient for most practical detection scenarios. In the one hand, under this new conception, false positives shown in the experiments were truly one day false positives. In the other hand, no botnet IP address was
missed in its corresponding one day time frame, meaning that at some point, a network administrator will find out all the botnets.
Note that since we are detecting botnet behavior and not normal behavior, we can not
detect instances as normal, we can not decide when a cluster is representative of a
normal behavior and thus we do not have False Negatives. As we did not define what
normal means to us, we should have used the term not-botnet instead, but we still
used the term normal for the sake of clarity.
We concluded that any cluster with more than 90% of botnets instances on it was in
fact a good representative of botnet behavior. In Future research directions section we
explain the next phase in this botnet cluster automatic identification.
First experiment, shown in Table 2, shows an almost balanced situation. During the
19 days, 4 hours and 41 minutes time frame, botnet data make up 99% of cluster 0
and 2, and make up more than 95% of cluster 3
Table 2. Detection percentages of 19519 Normal3 flows mixed up with 34042 Botnet3 flows
Cluster Number
0
1
2
3

Botnet Flows
14433
1517
3539
14629

Normal Flows
24
18721
14
684

Botnet %
99.83%
7.49%
99.60%
95.53%

Normal %
0.16%
92.50%
0.39%
4.46%

Table 3. Experiment one false positives detection rates
IP
10.1.1.1
192.168.2.79

Times as Real Normal
344
19099

Times Detected as Botnet
180
542

Error %
52.32%
2.83%

Note that IP address 10.1.1.1 had a very high false positive rate in near every experiment using Normal3 flows. This IP address was the web proxy of the network, and
their flows were only RESET packets responses to web requests from normal computers. This behavior looked like a botnet. As a compromise solution, the network
administrator can blacklist this IP address knowing it is the web proxy. From now on
this IP address will be included in the tables but will not be included in the total error
rate calculation.
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The second experiment summarized in Table 4 shows an unbalanced analysis. The
manual analysis concluded that botnet traffic in this cluster generated only one or two
flows per slice directed to Windows shares, and so was easily confused with normal
traffic.
Table 4. Detection percentages of 1517 Normal2 flows mixed up with 34118 Botnet3 flows
Cluster Number
0
1
2
3

Botnet Flows
2147
3539
14469
13963

Normal Flows
1358
12
81
66

Botnet %
61.25%
99.66%
99.44%
99.52%

Normal %
38.74%
0.33%
0.55%
0.47%

Table 5. Experiment two false positives detection rates
IP
10.1.1.1
192.168.2.74
192.168.2.76

Times as Real Normal
2
869
264

Times Detected as Botnet
1
89
31

Error %
50.00%
10.24%
11.74%

Experiment three, shown in Table 6, had an even more unbalanced situation.
Table 6. Detection percentages of 977 Normal3 flows mixed up with 34118 Botnet3 flows
Cluster Number
0
1
2
3
4

Botnet Flows
2147
13918
3539
14469
45

Normal Flows
916
22
14
25
0

Botnet %
70.09%
99.84%
99.60%
99.82%
100%

Normal %
29.90%
0.15%
0.39%
0.17%
0%

Table 7. Experiment three false positives detection rates
IP
192.168.2.79

Times as Real Normal
954

Times Detected as Botnet
60

Error %
6.28%

Analysis showed that every misdetection in this experiment was due to the normal
trace being part of a large botnet trace in the same second.
An example of normal traffic along several hours with a peak of botnet traffic in the
middle was made in experiment four and can be seen in Table 8. During botnet4 capture at least ten computers were infected and all of them used in a DDoS attack. It is
worth noting that 192.168.1.9 IP address appeared both in normal and botnet captures
and was a coincidence.
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Table 8. Detection percentages of 988 Normal4 flows mixed up with 23305 Botnet4 flows
Cluster Number
0
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9

Botnet Flows
0
0
0
1738
3
14261
2249
139
4915

Normal Flows
32
642
150
0
164
0
0
0
0

Botnet %
0%
0%
0%
100%
1.79%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Normal %
100%
100%
100%
0%
98.20%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Table 9. Experiment five false positives detection rates
IP
192.168.1.6
192.168.1.9

Times as Real Normal
337
629

Times Detected as Botnet
14
123

Error %
4.15%
19.55%

Experiment five, in Table 10, was a concatenation of both types of flows. The webbotnet of this experiment had more sips, dips and dports, and thus classification was
better, but still they were not enough to avoid high error rates.
Table 10. Detection percentages of 1417 Normal1 flows mixed up with 46210 Botnet7 flows
Cluster Number
0
1
2
3
4

IP
10.1.1.1
192.168.2.24
192.168.2.56
192.168.2.57
192.168.2.59
192.168.2.63
192.168.2.66
192.168.2.67
192.168.2.69
192.168.2.76

Botnet Flows
9282
1300
17412
381
17835

Times as Real Normal

Normal Flows
549
632
0
222
14

Botnet %
94.41%
67.28%
100%
63.18%
99.92%

Normal %
5.58%
32.71%
0%
36.81%
0.07%

Times Detected as Botnet

231
31
650
192
60
66
4
51
48
81

Table 11. Experiment nine false positives detection rates
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Error %
115
9
277
66
26
17
2
18
18
14

49.78%
29.03%
42.61%
34.37%
43.44%
25.75%
50.00%
35.29%
37.50%
17.28%
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Experiment six, in Table 11, was the first experiment with a port scanning activity.
This experiment aimed at trying to identify the differences between a real port scanners and a botnet. Note however that the reason of successfully separation has
changed. The port scanner generated more flows per second that the botnet.
Table 11. Detection percentages of 73830 Scanner1 flows mixed up with 7060 Botnet8 flows
Cluster Number
0
1
2

Botnet Flows
2213
4847
0

Normal Flows
241
1147
72442

Botnet %
90.17%
80.86%
0%

Normal %
9.82%
19.13%
100%

Table 12. Experiment ten false positives detection rates

IP
192.168.2.76

Times as Real Normal
73448

Times Detected as Botnet
241

Error %
0 .32%

Experiment seven, in Table 13, was an analysis of two different types of flows. Normal traces had an average of almost 5 sips and dips, while botnet traces had an average of 10 sips and dips.
Table 13. Detection percentages of 1417 Normal1 flows mixed up with 32962 Botnet1 flows
Cluster Number
0
1
2
3
4

Botnet Flows
1159
13875
1389
13939
2600

Normal Flows
536
0
881
0
0

Botnet %
68.37%
100%
61.18%
100%
100%

Table 14. Experiment eleven false positives detection rates
IP
Times as Real Normal Times Detected as Botnet
192.168.2.76
81
192.168.2.69
48
192.168.2.63
66
192.168.2.59
60
192.168.2.24
31

Normal %
31.62%
0%
38.81%
0%
0%

1
1
1
1
1

Error %
1.23%
2.08%
1.51%
1.66%
3.22%

6 Future research directions
Several improvements are planned for future research. First, UDP traffic must be taken into account because botnets uses this protocol.
We will analyze the total amount of transferred bytes within a single flow, in order to
capture long lived botnet connections with their C&C server.
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In the validation area, it would be very helpful to analyze if botnet and normal flows
that started at the same second were successfully separated.
To overcome the DDoS problem, we are going to modify capture method in order to
include enough data to detect these attacks.
As a final phase, we are working on analyzing cluster assignments to synthesize classification rules that later allows an automatic cluster classification.

7 Conclusion
This work applies the EM clustering algorithm to detect synchronization in bots and
botnets behavior. This synchronization was studied as the relationship of IP addresses,
ports and time frames only. Different combinations of these parameters mean different network behaviors, and a new approach is used to distinguish them. Behavioral
techniques are used because current fingerprint matching algorithms or protocol dependent algorithms were not having good performances, and could not cope with
every new variant of botnets.
Several botnets were captured and many experiments were conducted to successfully
verify the method. Results show that, within certain life cycle phases and time frame,
botnets can be differentiated from normal traffic accurately. Further study in the area
is needed to find better false positive rates and an automatic cluster classification approach.
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